
 

Guest Writer:  Mark Ingle, Manager, Campus Services Ltd 
 

Thanks Mark Thompson for the invitation to talk about myself as the guest writer for Facilitation.   
That right, my namesake’s brief was for me to talk about myself.  The sod. Planting the seed for  
me to go out on a limb and chat about my plane self. A pansy I am knot. I’ve always been  
suspicious of these botanical types.  So instead I thought I would talk about you.  
FMD - My experience.   
 

With nearly 8 years history in dealing with FMD I am a new boy on the block compared to some  
of you.  In that time it has never ceased to amaze me how friendly everyone is, without  
exception.  Obviously over the years some have been harder to get a smile out of but I can  
confidently say no-one has passed under the smile radar.   
Lesson:  If at first you don’t succeed, you may need to write-off the next 5 years trying, but don’t  
give up. 
 

In my first year as General Manager of Campus Services Limited (Christmas 1996) we had a  
morning tea in downstairs Oranga and invited the FMD team.  The grounds staff were punctual  
and hungry.  CSL produced a loss that year.   
Lesson:  FMD is a united bunch, especially when it comes to a free feed. 
 

Not long after that I started the CSL challenge trophy, which FMD has been the holder of many times.  I was honestly shattered 
when I got our team of sports jocks from the Uni Rec Centre together to take on this motley crew from FMD in volleyball, on a 
grass court prepared by the grounds staff, near the pavilion.  We lost.   
Lesson:  You can never underestimate home ground advantage.  
Or maybe: 
Lesson:  You can never judge a book by its cover, look at the FMD Alumni Revue photos. 
 

Health and Safety (welding in the Bongo), unauthorised contractors (secretaries changing locks), thefts (dodgy bar staff), 
breaking and entering (Orientation students -campus pool naked swims), fire alarms (burnt toast), search and rescue (marquee 
poles in the lakes), broken this, faulty that, extend here, renovate there.  Who you gonna call!!!  The list of funny and not so funny 
incidents/experiences/calls for help is much to long for here.  They all have one thing in common however … FMD. 
Lesson:  Do something today that makes someone else’s life better; the great news is …that’s what most of FMD gets to do 
every day. 
 

Thanks for the help, it may be time for the next morning tea this Christmas, if you remind me!! 
 

Cheers, Mark Ingle 
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Joe Hollander, President of TEFMA presented some awards to 
some of the members of the organising committee for the 
TEFMA workshop which was held in Hamilton in April this year. 
Pictured here (left-right) are John Badham, Joe Hollander, 
John Cameron & Judy Brighting 

 

6th Alumni Revue - “THE ROCKY HISTORY SHOW” - Friday 24th September at 7.30pm in the Concert Chamber at the Academy 
Alumni prices for Tickets $18, Concession $14 when group booking purchased for 10 or more 

The FMD social club will subsidise tickets by $4 each (i.e. it will cost you $10 per ticket if we sell more than 10 to get the Alumni 
discount).  This subsidy applies to FMD social club supporters only. 

If you are interested in going we need names on the board in the FMD tearoom and money by Monday 13th September. 

 

A morning tea was held in conjunction with the TEFMA 
presentations – this was attended by most of the FMD staff, 
including the above (left-right) Linda Buchanan, Lorna 
Nicholson, Joy Moke, Dawn Freeman & Pearl Clapham 



 
Facilitation will be produced monthly.  This publication is available online at http://www.waikato.ac.nz/fmd/. 

For communications relating to the FMD newsletter please contact Judy Brighting, ext 4980, email judyb@waikato.ac.nz. 

Fencing Around Campus 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
                                                                                               
 
           
 

              Fence before improvements began                                                            Fence after improvements 
 

I’m sure you will have all noticed the major improvement to the boundary fencing surrounding our sports fields, a total area of 
1200 metres or 1.2 kms. The fence has certainly achieved the intention and that was to give a more open, welcoming feeling to a 
large area of the campus rather than a visually high barrier, which the pics attached highlights. Other benefits included the use of 
the existing rail and placing it horizontal so becoming a bench seat. 
 

The sequence involved trialing a few sections of fence in front of FMD with different options, deciding on the best option and then 
proceeding - this involved dismantling the top section, straightening the worst sections, spraying with mould, fungi remover, light 
water wash and then the application of two coats of a wood preservative called CD 50. This contains a fungicide which gives 
resistance to decay, fungus, mould and insects.  We used a colour tone in the product called Cedartone which also highlights the 
wood grain.  Both the reconstruction and the colour prompted a number of positive comments from staff, students, adjoining 
owners and the public driving past.  
 

Eddie from GMR Holmac had the task of painting the fence and handed out over 30 brochures on the CD 50 to people that 
passed by and liked the colour and effect. I reckon we should get some commission for this one?. I also had a number of 
enquiries and comments which included, fantastic, what an improvement,  looks like a park now, looks great, excellent, great 
foresight . I did however get one complaint from the son of a local nurseryman we deal with, hey I can't swing on the rails now !! 
 

Mark Thompson, Grounds Manager 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FMD Social Club Update: 
 

MYSTERY BUS TRIP – 13TH NOVEMBER:  
This has been confirmed for Saturday 13th November.  The bus will leave the FMD courtyard early  
morning (time to be advised) and is expected to be back late that evening.  Please put your name  
down on the noticeboard in the FMD tearoom. 
BOAT TRIP “RIVERHEAD FERRY” - 4th DECEMBER 2004 
Cost $35 for FMD social club donators, payable by those who have not already paid and are  
interested in now going.  $50 non social club donators.  All those interested in going please put your  
name down on the board in the FMD tearoom. Bus leaves Hamilton 7.30am. 
Those who went on the bus trip to Auckland on 28th February 2004 will be charged $20 each for the 
bus. 
 

 

Te Karu celebrated his 60th birthday with a few of his colleagues 
at the Central Store on 19th August.  He is off overseas for 5 

weeks holiday from Saturday 21st. 

 

Hayden Glassey & Tom Moke  
assisting with car parking 

at Gate 2b on the day of Don Llewellyn’s Memorial Service 

We were all saddened with the loss of University of Waikato founding Vice Chancellor Sir Don Llewellyn. A memorial service was 
held on Friday 20th August at The Academy of performing arts which was attended by many friends, family and colleagues. The 
scale model of the planned campus which Sir Don used to promote the campus was placed in the foyer of the Academy. 

The Great Race  
 

Cambridge University 
(UK) vs Waikato 
University (NZ) 

 

12noon on  
4th September 2004 

 
 

Ferry Bank, Grantham 
Street 

 

Details on UoW website 


